
Bloomberg Terminal Command Reference 
Notes: 

• Bold commands are those that will be most beneficial for fundamental analysis of 

equities 

• Italicized commands may be useful in general market research and analysis 

• Yellow highlighted commands should be run on an individual security or index (e.g AAPL 

EQUITY <GO> GP<GO> graphs the price of Apple) 

 

General 
Command Description 

BI Bloomberg Intelligence 

NI <?>1 News on a certain topic 

CAST Company capital structure 

GP Graph price 

 

Economic Indicators 
Command Description 

ESNP Economic statistics by country 

ECST S Economic data with context and customizable graphs 

ECOW Economic indicators by country 

GEW Key economic data by country 

WECO World economic calendar 

ECOS Economist estimates of economic indicators 

ECFC Economic forecasts 

ECSU Bloomberg economic surprise index 

ECTR Interactive trade flow map 

IFMO World inflation monitor 

ILBE Breakeven inflation rates from inflation protected securities 

WBG World Big Mac index 

 

Government Policy 
Command Description 

BUDG U.S. Federal Budget data and analytics 

FOMC Policy decisions, news and analytics of the FOMC 

 

 

 

 

 



Equities 
Command Description 

DES Basic company factsheet 

EM Previous and forecasted company valuation metrics 

GF Graph fundamentals of a company 

CCB Breakdown a company’s revenue by industry 

EV Enterprise value of a company 

DVD Dividend history of a company 

FA Historical financial statements 

WACC Breakdown of an equities Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

BETA Calculation of an equity’s beta 

SPLC Shows key suppliers, customers and competitors of a company 

EVT Calendar of company events 

RV Table of valuation metrics for a company’s peer group 

EEG Chart analyst earnings estimates over time 

PEBD Overlay share price onto various P/E ratio bands 

RVC Bubble chart of valuation measures for a company’s peer group 

SEFC Equity filtering 

ICS Search companies by industry and show revenue estimates 

EQS Encyclopedia of world equities 

IPO Monitor equity offerings by country, region, industry, etc. 

TRA Chart index returns including reinvested dividends 

SURP Show the impact of earnings surprises on a company’s stock price 

GIP One day OHLC chart 

EA Overview of earnings performance by industry or index 

EVTS Calendar of events for a group of companies (i.e. the SP500 index) 

MEMB List of constituents of an index 

MRR Best and worst performers of an index 

CRP Country risk premiums 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fixed Income 
Command Description 

SRCH Encyclopedia of bonds 

YAS Sovereign2 bond yields and spreads 

DEBT Sovereign debt statistics 

DDIS Issuer repayment schedule 

GY Historic yield chart 

WB Major sovereign bond yields and spreads 

WCDM World country debt monitor 

WIRP World interest rate probability 

RATD Credit ratings from various agencies 

CSDR Real time debt ratings for sovereign borrowers 

CRPR Current and historical credit ratings by issuer 

SOVR Sovereign credit default swap spreads 

GC Real time and historic yield curves 

BYFC Sovereign bond yield forecasts 

 

Currencies 
Command Description 

FXCA Currency conversion calculator 

PEG Table of pegged currencies 

WIRA World currency reserves 

FXTF Library of all world currencies 

FXC Matrix of currency exchange rates 

FXFC Exchange rate forecasts 

FX24 24/7 FX exchange rates and charting 

FXFM FX exchange rate forecasting model 

FRD Forward currency swap rates 

 

Footnotes 
1<?> replace that is with a news source (e.g. NI  TRUMPTWEETS to see all of the Donald’s 
tweets) 
2Sovereign debt is the same as government debt 


